
 
 
 
 

3rd Semester 
 

MTCE 701 A 
 

KNOWLEDGE BASED SYSTEM DESIGN 
L      T    P    
4       0    0  

            
Credits: 4  

 
Introduction to Logic, Propositional Logic concepts, Semantic Tebleaux and Resolution in propositional logic, FOPL, Semantic Tebleaux 
and Resolution in FOPL, Logic programming in Prolog.  
 
Knowledge representation, semantic nets, partitioned nets, parallel implementation of semantic nets. Frames, Common Sense reasoning 
and thematic role frames, Architecture of knowledge based system, rule based systems, forward and backward chaining, Frame based 
systems. 
 
Search techniques. Uninformed Search, DFS, BFS, Iterative deepening, Heuristic Search, A *, Hill Climbing etc.  
 
Uncertainty management in Expert Systems, Fuzzy Logic, Probabilistic methods, Bayesian theory, Dempster Shafer Theory, Bayes 
Network, introduction to agents and their application to intelligent systems. 
 
 
References: 
 
1. Artificial lntelligence     Nilsl J Nilson 
2. Artificial lntelligence      Elain Rich and Kevin Knight 
3. Artificial Intelligence-A modern approach   Staurt Russel and Pete norvig 
4. Artificial intelligence     Patrick Henry Winston 
 
 
 



 
MTCE 703 A 

ADVANCED DBMS 
L      T    P    
4       0    0  

            
Credits: 4  

 
Introduction: Architecture Advantages, Disadvantages, Data models, relational algebra, SQL Normal forms. 
 
Query Processing: General strategies for query processing, transformations, expected size, statistics in estimation, query improvement, view 
processing, query processor. 
 
Recovery: Reliability, transactions, recovery in centralized DBMS, reflecting updates, buffer management, logging schemes, disaster recovery. 
   
Concurrency: Introduction, serializability, concurrency control, locking schemes, and timestamp based order, optimistic scheduling, 
multiversion techniques, and deadlocks. 
 
Object Oriented Data Base Development: Introduction, Object Definition language, creating object instances, Object query language. 
 
Distributed Databases: Basic concepts, options for distributing a database, distributed DBMS. 
 
Data warehousing: Introduction Basic concepts, data warehouse architecture, data characteristics, reconciled data layer data transformations, 
derived data layer user interface. 
 
Object Relational Databases: Basic concepts, enhanced SQL, advantages of object relational approach. 
 
References: 
 
    1.An Introduction to database systems by Bipin C.Desai, Galgotia Publications. 
    2.Modern Database Management by Feffray A.lioffer, Mary B.Prescotl, Fred R , McFadden, 6th edition. Pearson Education. 
    3.Principles of distributed database systems, by M. Tamer & Valduricz, 2nd edition, LPE Pearson Edition. 
    4.Database system concepts by Korth. 
 
 
 



MTCE 705A 
 

SYSTEM AND NETWORK ADMINISTARTION 
 L      T    P    
4       0    0  

            
Credits: 4  

Unit 1: N/W Administration 
Intro. to networks, TCP/IP model, IP addressing, subnetting, NAT, VLAN. Basic concepts of proxy server, webserver, 
DNS, firewall, router, mail server and their respective configuration setting. Various interconnecting devices: HUB, switch, 
bridges, routers, gateway, repeater, router. Knowledge about various network related commands: ping, netstat, tracert, 
traceroute, ifconfig and etc. Steps followed in establishing a network. 
 
Unit 2: Security 
Concept of security, its need, issues, cryptography techniques: - ciphers, substitution cipher, transposition, symmetric key 
algorithms like AES, DES, public key algo’s like RSA authentic algorithms, IPSEC, VAN, Digital signatures, IDS, firewall. 
Types of attacks, access control list, filtering rules 
 
UNIT 3: Host Administration 
Intro. to system administration, what are the necessary issues to be tackled in host management, installation of unix, linux, 
windows OS, user accounts, group accounts, passwords, shadow passwords, directory structure of various OS. Process, ps, 
zombie process, backup, recovery, commands like tar, zip etc., performance analysis of host machine and how to improve 
the system perfomance 
 
Unit 4:  
Knowledge of UNIX commands, administration based commands, shell scripting, AWK, perl 
 
REFERENCES: 
1. The unix programming environment            Brain kernighen & rob Pike: 
2. Design of the Unix OS                                 Maurich Bach 
3. Advanced Unix programmer’s Guide          Stephen Prato 
4. Unix concepts AND application-featuring    Sumitabha Das 
5. SCO Unix and Uinux                                      



 
Elective III         MTCE707 A(A) 

Software Project Management 
L      T    P    
4       0    0  

            
Credits: 4  

 
Project Life Cycle Models: What is a project life cycle model? A framework for studying, different cycle models. the waterfall model, the 
prototyping model, the rapid application development(RAD) model, the spiral model and its variants. Process models: characteristics of a 
process, what constitutes effective process, why are the processes important ,process models, common misconceptions about processes. 
 
Metrices: The matrices roadmap, a typical metrices strategy, what should you measure, set targets and trace them, understanding and trying to 
minimize variability, act on data, people and organizational issues metrices programs, common pitfalls to watch out for in metrices programs, 
metrices implementation checklist & tools. 
 
 
Software Configuration Management: The processes and activities of software configuration management, configuration status accounting. 
Configuration audit, software configuration management in geographically distributed teams, metrices in software configuration management 
tools & automation. 
 
 
Software Quality Assurance: How do you define quality ,why is quality important in software, quality control and quality assurance, cost & 
benefits of quality, software quality analysts functions, some popular misconceptions about the SQA’s role ,software quality assurance tools, 
organizational structures, profile of a successful SQA’s.measures of SQA’s success, pitfalls to watch out for in the SQA’s role . 
 
 
Risk Management : What is risk management and why it is important ?Risk management cycle ,risk identification; common tools and 
techniques, risk quantification, risk monitoring, risk mitigation .Risks and Mitigation in the context of global project teams .some practical 
techniques in risk management ,metrices in risk management. 
 
 
Project Initiation: Activities during project initiation, outputs ,quality records and completion criteria for the project intimation phase, 
interfaces to the process database. 
 



Project Planning &  Tracking: components of project planning & tracking, the “what” part of project plan, the “what cost” part of a project 
plan, the “when” part of a project planning ,the “how part of project planning”, the “by whom “part of project management plan” putting it all 
together. The software project management plan. activities specific to project tracking ,interfaces to the process database. 
 
Project Closure: When does project closure happen .why should we explicitly do a closure? An effect closure, issues that get discussed during 
closure, metrics for project closure, interfaces to the process database. 
 
Software requirements gathering: inputs and start criteria for requirements gathering ,dimensions requirements gathering, steps to be followed  
during requirements gathering, outputs and quality records from the requirements phase, skill sets required during the requirement phase. 
Differences for a shrink –wrapped software, challenges during the requirements managements phase, metrics for the requirements phase. 
 
Estimation:  What is estimation?, When and why is estimation done ?,. The three phases of estimation methodology, formal models for size 
estimation, translating size estimate into effort estimate, translating effort estimates into schedule estimates, common challenges during 
estimation metrics for the estimation processes. Design and development phases: Some differences in our chosen approach. silent features of 
design, Evolving an Architecture/Blueprint, design for reusability, technology choices/constraints, design of standards, design of portability, user 
interface issues, design for testability, design for diagnosability, design for maintainability, design for install ability, inter operability design, 
challenges during design and development phases. Project management in testing phase: What is testing, What are the activities that make up 
testing? test scheduling and types of test. People issues in testing ,management structures for testing in global teams, matrices for testing phase 
project management in the maintenance phase: Activities during the maintenance phases, management issues during the maintenance phase, 
configuration management during the maintenance phase, skill sets for people in the maintenance phase, estimating size ,effort and people 
resources for the maintenance phase, advantages of using geographically distributed teams for the maintenance phase, matrices for maintenance 
phase. 
 
References 
 

1. Gopalaswamy Ramesh, ”Managing Global Software Projects” TMH Publishing Co. new Delhi 2001 
2. Tom Demarco ,Controlling Software Project Management, Measurement, Prentice Hall new jersey1982 
3. Tom Glib, Finzi Susannah,Principles of Software Engineering Management, Addison Wesley, England 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MTCE 707 A(B) 
 

SECURITY OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
 L      T    P    
4       0    0  

            
Credits: 4  

 
 
Encryption and De-encryption 
Terminology and Background: and De-encryption cryptosystem , Plain text and cipher. encryption cryptoanalysis. Intro. to cipher,  
monoalphabetic, substation ploy alphabet . 
 
Secure encryption systems  
Hard problems: complexity NP- complete problems characteristic of NP complete, the meaning of completeness , NP completeness and 
cryptography, properties of arithmetic operation inverse  prime GCD, Modular arithmetic, Properties of modular arithmetic, computing the 
inverse, Fermat’s theory algo. for computing inverses, random number generation. 
 
Public key encryption  systems: concept and characteristic, introduction to merkell- hellman knapsacks RSA , digital signatures, DSS  
 
Hash algorithms: hash concept , description of hash algorithms , MD4 ,MD5, SHA1, SHA2 
 
Secure secret key systems: DES, AES 
 
Applied cryptography protocols practices, key management protocols 
Operating system , database, program security 
Network Security. 
 
Reference Books: 
1. Security in Computing (Second Edition)- Charles P Pfleeger, 1996,Prentice-Hall International,Inc 
2.  Applied Cryptography Protocols, Algorithms and Source Code in C(Second edition), Bruce Schneier, 1995,John Wiley. 
3.  Security Technologies for the world wide web,Rolf Oppliger,Artech House,Inc. 
4.  Digital Certificates Applied interest Security  ,Jalal Feghhi,Jalli feghhi and Peter Williams,Addison Wesley Longman. 
5. The World web Security FAQ, Lincoln D Stein, World Wide Web Consortium(Online) Available at   
             http:www.w3.org/Security/Faq/www-security-faq.html. 
6. Cryptographic Message Syntax Standard,Public-Key Cryptography Standard,RSA Laborateories[Online] available at       
             http://www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/pkcs-7/index.html.   



 
 

MTCE 711 A 
 

Minor project 
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MTCE 709 A 
 

AI Lab 
                                                                                                                L      T        P 
                                                                                                                0       0        4 

 
                                                                                                                     
 
 

                                                                                                                    Credits : 2  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

4th Semester 
 
 

                                                                                                                    L          T          P  
                                                            
      
 
 

                                                                                                                             Credits: 12 
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